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relations with women (only 33 of the letters selected by Rahner can be found
here), his financial dealings, and his social preoccupations. Missing from the
volume is any reference to Bertrand’s groundbreaking study La politique de
S. Ignace (Paris, 1985).This study of the correspondence of Ignatius is largely
devoted to the latter’s appraisal of the social world of his time; it lists 142 letters dealing with financial matters and includes only six in the volume.
However, there is a good selection of the letters classified by Bertrand as
théoriques: little treatises dealing with a variety of problems (nearly half of
the 100 listed by Bertrand are translated).
At the death of Palmer, John Padberg, with the help of John McCarthy, took
over the editing of this work; he added helpful introductions to the letters,
and McCarthy compiled an excellent index. In some ways this volume can
only be a pointer to further work, but, like so many signposts, it will remain
indispensable.
Oxford, UK

JOSEPH A. MUNITIZ, S.J.

Profezie di riforma e idee di concordia religiosa: Visioni e speranze dell’esule piemontese Giovanni Leonardo Sartori. By Lucia Felici. [Studi e testi
per la storia religiosa del Cinquecento, Vol. 16.] (Florence: Leo S. Olschki
Editore. 2009. Pp. xi, 370. €39,00 paperback. ISBN 978-8-822-25822-9.)
Specialists in Sabaudian institutional history know of Giovanni Leonardo
Sartori, a ducal secretary from Chieri and treasurer of the county of Asti
during the early-sixteenth century, last mentioned in bureaucratic records
from 1541. Historians of heterodox sixteenth-century Italian religious figures
are familiar with Johannis Leonis Nardi (sometimes also referred to as
Sertorius or Sartorius), a visionary who, in the early 1550s, opposed coercive,
institutionalized religion and sought to inaugurate a new age of a universal,
invisible church. Lucia Felici, a historian of the Italian Reformation, argues
(against Delio Cantimori) that these two individuals were the same person.
Strangely, although this discovery appears to be the central contribution of
this book, Felici buries the evidence for it in a footnote on page 252, which
cites a chronicle entry by the Bernese theologian Johannes Haller: in 1554
“Joannes Leo Nardus, der sich auch Mosen secundum nampt, was vorzejten
ein secretarius dess fürsten von Saphoij,” visited the city. Eight pages later, a
second piece of evidence from Strasbourg city council records makes a similar identification.This evidence appears to seal Felici’s argument, but it is frustrating for the reader not to learn about it earlier and to have to take for
granted the identification of Sartori and Nardi until the final twenty pages of
the text.This finding also could have been more forcefully exploited for its relevance to Sartori’s thought (beyond the notion that Sartori opposed social
disorder), or to the intellectual development of heterodox thinkers generally.
How many radical Reformers were there who had begun their careers as state
officials, and how did this affect their religious positions? Exploring these
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questions could have enlivened debates in Italian religious history of the early
sixteenth-century.
Despite these missed opportunities, Felici offers an interesting study of
Sartori’s life and ideas. After retiring from ducal service, Sartori returned to
Chieri, where he likely encountered Reformed preaching, and then crossed
the Alps to Geneva in late 1550 or early 1551.Thence he traveled to England,
Flanders, back to Geneva, Lausanne, Basel, Berne, Zürich, Strasbourg, and
Stuttgart, claiming to have been appointed by God to spread a message of universal religious concord.This message was articulated in a series of texts: the
Tabularum duarum legis evangelicae, gratiae, spiritus et vitae libri
quinque (Basel, 1553), the Revelationes factae Iohanni Leonis Nardi (1554,
a set of manuscripts in the Zürich state archives), and others that were lost.
Along with a portion of the Tabularum, part of the Revelationes was published for the first time as an appendix to this book (the only citation to the
text’s archival location is in a footnote on p. 217). For Sartori, being filled with
the Holy Spirit was crucial for Christians, who together composed the true
church, independent of any organized ecclesial structure (which was a mark
of the antichrist). In contrast to many radical Reformers, Sartori affirmed
Trinitarian doctrine and believed that a correct reading of the Koran and the
Old Testament pointed to Christ’s position in the Godhead. For all believers,
outward (although nonformulaic) behavior was the crucial sign of one’s spiritual position: Sartori did not believe that everyone would be saved. He was
eventually captured on Sabaudian territory and, while his heresy trial was
being prepared, died in prison in 1556.
Felici wants to counterbalance a historiographic emphasis on social disciplining and confessionalization, seeing Sartori as a resister of discipline whose
nonconformity could be related to Enlightenment Deism. However, Sartori’s
radical individualizing of spirituality might be viewed as a necessary complement to the well-documented process of bodily disciplining in early-modern
Europe.
West Virginia University

MATTHEW VESTER

The Quest for Shakespeare: The Bard of Avon and the Church of Rome. By
Joseph Pearce. (San Francisco: Ignatius Press. 2008. Pp. 216. $19.95. ISBN
978-1-586-17224-4.)
The question of Shakespeare’s Catholicism has recently reinvigorated the
increasingly rarefied field of Shakespeare studies. The Bard’s religion is perhaps the last remaining central topic of interest to a nonspecialist audience.
In The Quest for Shakespeare Joseph Pearce sets out to “assemble the considerable body of biographical and historical evidence that points to

